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Intoduction
Will discuss some aspects along the route from Grassmann to
Cosmology via Geometric Algebra
A short introduction to Geometric Algebra and an interesting new
version — Conformal Geometric Algebra (CGA)
Brief advertisement for Gauge Theory Gravity, and a recent
extension to scale invariance
Application of CGA to de Sitter space and a novel slightly closed
universe model
CGA and Bianchi models, including a non-singular Bianchi IX
universe
How the Cosmic Microwave Background constrains these, and
some other areas in fundamental physics

What is Geometric Algebra?
• Geometric Algebra is a universal Language for
physics based on the mathematics of Clifford
Algebra
• Provides a new product for vectors
• Generalizes complex numbers to arbitrary
dimensions
• Treats points, lines, planes, etc. in a single algebra.
• Naturally extends to relativity.
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History
Foundations of GA laid in the 19th Century
Two key figures: Hamilton and Grassmann
Clifford unified their work into a single algebra
Underused (associated with quaternions)
Rediscovered by Pauli and Dirac for quantum
theory of spin
• Developed by mathematicians in the 50s and 60s
• Reintroduced to physics in the 70s
•
•
•
•
•
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Grassmann
German schoolteacher 1809-1877
Published the Lineale
Ausdehnungslehre in 1844
Introduced the outer product

a  b  b  a
Encodes a plane segment
b
a
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2D Outer Product
• Antisymmetry implies
a  a  a  a  0
• Introduce basis
a  a 1 e1  a 2 e2
b  b 1 e1  b 2 e2
• Form product
a  b  a 1 b2 e 1  e2  a 2 b1 e 2  e 1
 a 1 b 2  b 2 a 1 e 1  e2
• Returns area of the plane + orientation.
• Result is a bivector
• Extends (antisymmetry) to arbitrary vectors
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Complex Numbers
• Have a product for vectors in 2D
• Length given by aa 
• Suggests forming

ab   a 1  a 2 ib 1  b 2 i
 a 1 b 1  a 2 b 2   a 1 b 2  a 2 b 1 i
• Complex multiplication forms the inner and outer
products of the underlying vectors!
• Clifford generalised this idea
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Clifford
W.K. Clifford 1845-1879
Introduced the geometric product

ab  a  b  a  b
Product of two vectors returns the
sum of a scalar and a bivector.
Think of this sum as like the real
and imaginary parts of a complex
number.
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2D Algebra
•
•

Orthonormal basis is 2D e 1 , e2 
e 1  e2  0
e 1  e1  e 2  e2  1
Parallel vectors commute
e 1 e1  e 1  e1  e 1  e1  1

•

Orthogonal vectors anticommute since
e 1 e2  e 1  e2  e 1  e2  e 2  e 1  e 2 e 1

•

Unit bivector has negative square
e1  e 2 2  e 1 e2 e 1 e 2   e 1 e 2 e 2 e 1 

 e 1 e1  1
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2D Basis
Build into a basis for the algebra

1

e 1 , e2

1
scalar

e 1 e2  I

2
vectors

1
bivector

The even grade objects form the complex numbers.
Map between vectors and complex numbers:
y
X,z
x  Iy  e 1 xe1  ye 2   e1 X

z   x  Iy  Xe1
September 2009
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3 Dimensions
• Now introduce a third vector

e 1 , e2 , e 3 

e3

• These all anticommute

e2

e1
e 1 e2  e 2 e1 etc.
• Have 3 bivectors now e 1 e2 , e 2 e3 , e 3 e1 
e 1 e2
e 2 e3
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Bivector Products
• Various new products to form in 3D
• Product of a vector and a bivector
e 1 e1 e 2   e 2
e 1 e 2 e 3   e 1 e 2 e 3  I
• Product of two perpendicular bivectors:
e 2 e3 e 3 e1   e 2 e3 e 3 e 1  e 2 e 1  e 1 e 2
• Set

i  e 2 e3 ,

j  e 3 e1 ,

k  e 1 e2

• Recover quaternion relations
i 2  j2  k 2  ijk  1
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3D Pseudoscalar
• 3D Pseudoscalar defined by I  e 1 e2 e 3
• Represents a directed volume element
• Has negative square

I 2  e1 e 2 e3 e 1 e2 e 3  e 2 e 3 e 2 e 3  1
• Commutes with all vectors

e 1 I  e1 e 1 e2 e 3  e1 e 2 e 1 e 3  e 1 e 2 e 3 e 1  Ie 1
• Interchanges vectors and planes
e 1 I  e2 e 3
e 2 e3
Ie 2 e3  e 1
e1
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3D Basis
Different grades correspond to different geometric
objects

Grade 0
Scalar

1

Grade 1
Vector

e 1 , e2 , e 3

Grade 2
Bivector

Grade 3
Trivector

e1 e 2 , e2 e 3 , e 3e 1

Generators satisfy Pauli relations

I

e i ej   ij   ijk Ie k

Recover vector (cross) product a  b  I a  b
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Reflections
• Build rotations from reflections
• Good example of geometric product – arises in
operations
b

a   a  nn
a   a  a  nn

a
n

Image of reflection is

b  a   a   a  2a  nn
 a  an  nan  nan
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Rotations
• Two rotations form a reflection

a  mnanm  mnanm
• Define the rotor

R  mn

• This is a geometric product! Rotations given by

a  RaR 
R   nm
• Works in spaces of any dimension or signature
• Works for all grades of multivectors A  RAR 
• More efficient than matrix multiplication
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Spacetime Algebra
Basic tool for relativistic physics – the STA

1



  

I 

I   0 1  2  3

1 scalar 4 vectors 6 bivectors 4 trivectors 1 pseudoscalar

Generators satisfy

        diag   

STA is a matrix free version of the Dirac algebra
Useful for classical mechanics, scattering, tunnelling,
supersymmetry, and gravity
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Applications of the STA
Define
∇ = γµ

∂
∂x µ

Then in electromagnetism, all of Maxwell’s equations are
∇F = J
where F is the Faraday bivector, J the current vector
More than just notation — ∇ is invertible, whereas ∇· and ∇∧
are not
In relativistic quantum mechanics, define a spinor ψ as a general
combination of the even elements of the STA (so scalar +
bivector + pseudoscalar — 8 d.o.f)
Then Dirac equation is
∇ψ = −mψIγ3
Big economy in terms of number of types of entities we have to
work with

What is Gauge Theory Gravity?
This is a version of gravity that aims to be as much like our best
descriptions of the other 3 forces of nature:
The strong force (nuclei forces)
The weak force (e.g. radioactivity etc.)
electromagnetism

These are all described in terms of Yang-Mills type gauge
theories (unified in quantum chromodynamics) in a flat
spacetime background
In the same way, Gauge Theory Gravity (GTG) is expressed in a
flat spacetime
Uses Geometric Algebra (GA) as its mathematical language
Has two gauge fields
One corresponds to invariance under arbitrary remappings of
spacetime onto itself
The other corresponds to invariance under local rotations at a
point
Standard GR cannot even see changes of the latter type, since
metric is invariant under such changes

What is Gauge Theory Gravity? (contd.)
Advantages of GTG include being clear about what the physical
predictions of the theory are (since a gauge theory)
Conceptually simpler that standard GR (since works in a flat
space background)
Linked with this, all the tools of flat spacetime Geometric Algebra
are available (rotors, integral theorems, etc.)
Locally, theory reproduces predictions of an extension of GR
known as Einstein-Cartan theory (incorporates quantum spin)
Differs on global issues such as nature of horizons, and topology
For a full description, see Lasenby, Doran & Gull (1998),
Phil.Trans.Roy.Soc.A, 356, 487
A very big advantage, is that since it is as much like other forces
and gauge theories as possible, can start to do quantum
calculations is similar ways as in these
With Chris Doran and others have carried out some calculations
of this kind:

Gravitational atoms, bound states and scattering
The gravitational equivalent of the
Hydrogen atom — electrons forming
bound states with a black hole
Can get out whole spectrum of
states — black hole spectroscopy!
(Lasenby et al., Physical Review D,
72, 105014 (2005))
Also can look at scattering — we
have produced the cross section for
the first interesting Feynman diagram
of an electron interacting with a black
hole (gravitational Mott scattering)
(Doran + Lasenby, PRD, 74, 064005
(2006))
Bremsstrahlung is next to carry out
— interesting in context of radiation
(or not) of freely falling electrons

Extending GTG to Conformal Invariance
As described, has two gauge fields:
1. Ω(a): this allows Lorentz rotations to be gauged locally
(rotation gauge change) — bivector function of vectors (24 d.o.f)
2. h(a): this allows an arbitrary remapping of position to take
place x 7→ f (x) (position gauge change) — vector function of
vectors (16 d.o.f)
We want to be able to rescale the h-function by an arbitrary
function of position
h(a) 7→ eα(x) h(a)
Then the ‘metric’ obeys
0
gµν = h−1 (eµ )·h−1 (eν ) 7→ gµν
= Ω(x)gµν

with Ω(x) = e−2α(x)

Want physical quantities to respond covariantly under this
change
Note that the change where we remap x to an arbitrary function
of x (x 7→ f (x)), is already included in the position-gauge freedom
So we are not talking about x 7→ eα x

Incorporating Conformal Invariance (contd.)
Instead we are talking about a change in the standard of length
at each point (original Weyl idea)
Have got a long way this this, and basically have a
gauge-theory-gravity version of Weyl-Dirac theory (see Dirac
(1973), Proc.Roy.Soc.A, 333, 403) which (a) works fine with
ordinary matter (not just matter with a vanishing
Stress-Energy-Tensor trace), and (b) is extended to the most
general scale-invariant Lagrangian — so includes e.g. Riemann
squared and Ricci scalar squared terms
In latter form, is a sub-case of f (R) theory!
An advantage of the GTG approach is that one knows one should
be doing Palantini-type variations! (has been a problem in f (R))
In Riemann squared version find free torsion is inevitable
Hope to finish writing up and initial testing in astrophysical and
cosmological contexts in a few weeks
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Introduction to conformal geometric algebra
As originally introduced by David Hestenes, idea is to use null
vectors X in 5d to represent points in 3d Euclidean space
5d space is got from 3d by adjoining two extra vectors:
e:

e2 = +1

ē :

ē2 = −1
(

So following are both null

n = e + ē
n̄ = e − ē

Mapping from x = x i ei (ei2 = +1) is X = x 2 n + 2x − n̄
Note x 2 = −2x 2 n·n̄ + 4x 2 = 0 so indeed null.
Note can see that
n

represents point at ∞;

−n̄

represents origin!
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Now neat thing about this is that all of conformal algebra can now be
done by combinations of rotations and reflections in the higher-d
space:
GA is good at rotations: use the M 7→ RM R̃ recipe using rotors R
(basically spinors which satisfy R R̃ = 1)
Also good at reflections: (−)MNM reflects the object N in the
object M
Find 3d rotations, translations and dilations all done with rotors,
while 3d inversion is done with 5d reflection in the object e, since
ene = e(e + ē)e = e − ē = n̄
so swaps point at infinity and the origin
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Furthermore, this language is covariant.
E.g. if both M and N transform like RM R̃, then
MN 7→ RM R̃RN R̃ = R(MN)R̃
i.e. combined object transforms same way
This is key to fact that now objects can be geometrical entities which
can extend incidence relations of projective geometry to circles,
spheres etc.
E.g. Line = L = P∧Q∧n = wedge of two points on line and point
at infinity. A point X lies on the line if X ∧L = 0
E.g. Circle = C = P∧Q∧R = wedge of three points on circle. A
point X lies on the circle if X ∧C = 0. This is new.
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Lines, circles, planes and spheres
Q

Q

P

P

P∧Q∧n
P

Q
R

P∧Q∧ R

R

P∧Q∧ R∧n
P
S

Q

R
P∧Q∧ R∧ S
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All covariant combinations mean something geometrical
E.g., take reflection of n in C: n 7→ P = CnC, with C a circle.
Then P is the centre!
Now one of the things I have been working is extending this to
hyperbolic and spherical spaces (of constant curvature) and to
relativistic (rather than Euclidean) metric.
All works fine there, with virtually no changes
Leads to a novel representation of de Sitter space, with metric
ds2 =

1
λ2 − x 2
2
2
2
2
(dt
−
dx
−
dy
−
dz
)
where
f
=
f2
λ2

Here λ is a length scale which has to be brought in to make the
null vector representation dimensionally homogeneous, i.e. we
now write:
X = x 2 n + 2λx − λ2 n̄
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Nothing originally to do with cosmology or relativity — e.g. would
have to do the same for Poincaré disc — effectively gives
distance to boundary
In de Sitter case, find Λ =
and boundary structure is

12
λ2
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Can now carry out same geometrical constructions, and use
same geometrical ‘language’ as in Euclidean case.
Except now ‘lines’ are (matter) geodesics (known geometrically
as ‘d-lines’ in Poincaré disc case)
‘points’ carry along a light cone structure
and instead of ‘spheres’ can have hyperboloids as well
So can e.g. intersect geodesics and light cones using the CGA:
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Application to the real universe
Current data strongly support view that universe
is now tending towards domination by a
cosmological constant (Λ) and is entering an
asymptotic de Sitter stage. But need to fit in a
big bang as well!
Want a Big Bang origin on t=0 plane, but then
tending to our desired version of de Sitter in
future
Analysis of possible transitions to this from e.g.
open or flat universe, show that it can’t work
If base on a closed universe, then does work,
but with a surprising condition!
Only works for a particular flow line in (Ωm , ΩΛ )
space. Equivalently amounts to a boundary
condition on how far a photon is able to travel by
the end of the universe!
Following ideas described in detail in Lasenby &
Doran (2005), Phys.Rev.D 71, 063502
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A Preferred Model
Current Observations
Dust
•Conformal time
constraint corresponds to
a photon emitted at big
bang managing to get ¼
way round universe
•Can be re-expressed as an
eigenvalue problem for
underlying dynamical equations
– quantum gravity origin??

Critical

For dust predict a
universe closed at
about the 10% level
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This is now ruled out by current data (for a time before WMAP1
was possible for CMB but only if H0 < 60 km s−1 Mpc−1 )
But in any case all the standard problems remain
Still require an inflationary phase to generate perturbations
So we need to include a scalar field and integrate out from the
initial singularity to apply the boundary condition
Can we get an inflationary model consistent with our boundary
condition?
Start with the simplest case

Summary
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Scalar fields
Going to take simplest possible scalar field setup — a free,
massive, scalar field
Therefore "potential" just 12 m2 φ2
Equations we need are

2
8
d
4
1
d
2
H(t) + πG
φ(t) − πG m2 (φ(t)) − Λ + H 2 (t) = 0
dt
3
dt
3
3
d2
d
φ(t) + 3 H(t) φ(t) + m2 φ(t) = 0
dt 2
dt
Key question is initial conditions, and how we should come out of
the big bang
We do same as would be natural for extrapolating matter or
radiation back into the past
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Scalar fields — initial conditions
E.g. know if we work with either matter or radiation then as we go
backwards in time from any ‘initial condition’ now, will find
ρ ∝ 1/(t − t0 )2 for some time t0 (which we eventually put to zero).
Turns out the forms we need (with s ≡ t 1/3 ) are
H(s) =

∞
∞
∞
X
X
1 X
2
i
1/3
i
1/3
h
s
+
ln(sm
)
g
s
+
ln
(sm
)
ji s i + . . .
i
i
s3
i=0

φ(s) =

∞
X
i=0

bi si + ln(sm1/3 )

i=0

∞
X
i=0

ai si + ln2 (sm1/3 )

i=0

∞
X

ci si + . . .

i=0

Find (remarkably) that we just need to specify b0 and b4 , and
then everything else is determined in terms of these.
Loosely speaking, the value of b0 controls the amount of
inflation, and b4 controls how curved the solution is, with b4 = 0
giving a flat solution.
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Scalar fields — contd.

Find that for values of b0 near unity, the typical behaviour is for
the Hubble constant initially to emerge from the big bang like
1/(3t) and then enter an inflationary period
Meanwhile leading φ behaviour is like ln t
Note can verify that the action for the universe during this period
is roughly constant and very large
Therefore good approximation to treat classically
We need to keep track of the conformal time (integrate out from
t = 0) and ultimately want to impose η → π/2 as t → ∞
We’ll take an example of b0 = 2.48, b4 = −0.51 and m = mpl
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The ‘effective big bang’ and development of η
Get an effective big bang
Red curve is actual H development
and dashed curve is approximation
of form
R 2/3(t − t0 )
η = dt/R(t) increases rapidly then
saturates at about 0.967
Therefore need about 0.604 in η to
be made up in rest of development
of universe
But the R(t) by this stage (end of
plot) is already 2.44 × 1022 !
So universe is going to have to last
a very long time further to make up
the deficit in η
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Development of η contd.
Assume evolution from t = t0 = 14.56 onwards satisfies a
R ∝ (t − t0 )2/3 behaviour (crude approx but ok order of
magnitude)
Equation need to solve to find the age T of the rest of the
universe is then:
(100 − 14.56)2/3
3T 1/3 = 0.604
2.44 × 1022
Therefore need the universe to exist for a time equivalent to
1.63 × 1061 Planck lengths to build up the rest of η (this is about
2.8 × 1010 years).
This gives a good illustration of how large numbers, such as the
age of the universe in Planck times, can come out of inflation
plus our boundary condition.
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Tie in with Λ

Actual evolution will go through a ‘reheating phase’, then
radiation dominance, before long period of matter dominance
Ignore first two, then just need to match to matter dominance and
the Λ today
Find for b0 and b4 near unity that
Λ ≈ e−6N lpl−2
Here N is the number of e-folds
N ≈ 46 implies Λ ∼ 10−122 lpl−2 , exactly in the right ball park!
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Tie in with present curvature
Find the bigger b4 is initially, i.e. the more closed the early
universe was, the smaller the value of η that needs to be made
up
A remarkable see-saw effect now occurs. This picks out flow
lines in (Ωmatter , ΩΛ ) space which are closer to flat.
Typically values of b4 of order unity ⇒ Ωtot = 1.02, . . . , 1.04
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Tie in with Λ and present curvature
Can summarise so far as follows:
b0 increasing (more inflation) ↔ Λ smaller
b4 increasing (more curved initially) ↔ universe closer to flat today
Very little fine tuning needed in these — typical values near unity
Do need fine tuning in remaining parameter of model, the mass m
Find
m ↔ power spectrum normalization
Not a bad problem for model, since there exist a class of self-similar
solutions, that just scale under m, preserving all of above features
To get power spectrum ok, work now with mpl /m ∼ 4.8 × 105 (typical
energy scale expected for inflation).
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Predicted scalar power spectrum

Power spectrum of curvature
perturbations in the model
Solid line is the numerical
predictions
Best fit ‘power law’ with
exponential cutoff is shown
dashed
Can predict a slope from the slow
roll approximation (note
µ = m/mpl )
However exponential cutoff at left
is a new feature
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Comparison with WMAP points
Predicted CMB power
spectrum for a model with
Ωtot = 1.04 (bit large now)
Red line is WMAP best fit
Λ CDM power law
spectrum
We carried out a Bayesian
evidence comparison of
this model vs. Λ CDM in
Bridges et al. (2007)
(MNRAS, 381, 68)
Found preferred at a log
evidence difference of 5.2
This was for WMAP3 data - similar conclusions for more
up-to-date WMAP and other experiments — however, have not
done a full MCMC over a range of models — pending
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Applying CGA in Bianchi models
The CGA approach gives a nice way of dealing with Bianchi
cosmologies
Have been applying it in what I call the 1d-up approach (only one
extra vector necessary for CGA approach in spherical and
hyperbolic cases)
We can find Killing vectors in the 5d space — these are very
simple
Then bring down to 3d constant curvature space (plus time)
Gives neat way of finding nice left- and right- invariant fields,
which make the Bianchi setup easier
E.g., consider Bianchi IX
This is the one which reduces to closed universe in FRW limit
So we work in the 5d space with basis vectors: e0 , e1 , e2 , e3 , ē
This has signature (+, −, −, −, −) (and for Bianchi application we
are basically only concerned with the (−, −, −, −) bit)
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Applying CGA in Bianchi models (contd.)
Turns out that in the 5d space, anything of the form
B·Ŷ
is a Killing vector, where B is a constant bivector and Ŷ is the
unit position vector in 5d
Thus there are 10 independent Killing vectors — as we’d expect
for something representing de Sitter space
Indeed, if we drop down to 4d space, these work directly as
Killing vectors in that space (show equivalence in a moment)
Can manipulate just using bivector representation, from result
that differential operator corresponding to the vector B·Ŷ is
(B·Ŷ )·∇ and one finds
h
i
(B1 ·Ŷ )·∇, (B2 ·Ŷ )·∇ = −((B1 ×B2 )·Ŷ )·∇
(B1 ×B2 ) ≡ 12 (B1 B2 − B2 B1 ) is the GA commutator product, and
here returns another bivector

Summary
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Applying CGA in Bianchi models (contd.)
E.g., in 5d space, bivector representing translation in z-direction
is
T3 = e3 ē
and when we use above recipe and drop down to 4d, we get the
corresponding Killing vector
 2



λ + x2
2z
tz =
γ3 +
x
λ 2 − x2
λ2 − x2
(Reminder: x = tγ0 + xγ1 + y γ2 + zγ3 .)
Or for rotation about z axis have:

R3 = e1 e2 ⇒ rz =

2λ
λ2 − x2


(−y γ1 + xγ2 )

Summary
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Applying CGA in Bianchi models (contd.)
Next we note that the pseudoscalar in the 4d subspace,
e1 e2 e2 ē = Ie0 , satisfies (Ie0 )2 = 1, and maps bivectors to
bivectors in this subspace
Hence can define two projectors
P+ = 12 (1 + Ie0 ),

P− = 12 (1 − Ie0 )

satisfying
2
P+
= P+ ,

2
P−
= P− ,

P+ P− = P− P+ = 0

With these the Killing vectors and invariant fields we need to set
up Bianchi IX model are
ξ1 = e2 e3 P+ ,

η1

= e2 e3 P−

ξ2 = e3 e1 P+ ,

η2

= e3 e1 P−

ξ3 = e1 e2 P+ ,

η3

= e1 e2 P−

Summary
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Applying CGA in Bianchi models (contd.)
Doing it like this, obvious that the ξi and ηi both have the correct
[ξi , ξj ] = εijk ξk
type structure constant relations, and also that [ξi , ηj ] = 0 (all i, j)
as required for the invariant fields
Can now immediately use the recipe above to bring them down
to 4d and obtain the explicit vector fields which satisfy the
commutation relations — this has what I’d regard as the most
natural ‘coordinatisation’ of Bianchi IX
Method also gives good geometrical insight: expanding out see
e.g.
ξ1 = 21 (e2 e3 − e1 ē)
i.e. we have a screw motion in which there is a rotation
accompanied by a translation about the same axis (here the
x-axis)
All the generators are like this. Can see the projectors add the
dual bivector in the 4d subspace.
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Applying CGA in Bianchi models (contd.)
This has recently also been discussed
by Andrew Pontzen using group
theoretic methods — forthcoming paper
from him soon (with Anthony Challinor)

Tz
Rz

Can also do other Bianchi models

Ry

E.g., one which tends to FRW open, is
Bianchi VIIh
Since open, relevant space here is e0 ,
e1 , e2 , e3 , e
Find now, want
ξ1 = − 21 e1 (e − e3 )
ξ2 = + 12 e2 (e − e3 )
ξ3 = 12 (−he3 e + e2 e1 )
which gives the correct commutation
relations for VIIh

Rx
Tx

(Figure from Andrew
Pontzen)

Friday, 11 September 2009

Ty

A Bianchi Model Universe?
Several authors have commented
on significant North/South
asymmetry in the WMAP data,
plus strange alignment between
low multipoles

cold spot

Bianchi template

Jaffe et al. (astro-ph/0503213)
fitted a Bianchi VIIh template to
WMAP sky
Found a best fit with Ω0 = 0.5
Coldest part of template
corresponds with a non-Gaussian
spot found in Vielva et al.
(astro-ph/0310273) and drawn
attention to in Cruz et al.
(astro-ph/0405341)
But Ω0 = 0.5 in conflict with most
other astrophysical indicators
Even including Λ can’t get a valid
region in parameter space
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Closed universes can have spirals as well!
Have worked out exact equations
(i.e. beyond first order
approximation) for photon
propagation in Bianchi IX (closed)
Find that can after all have spirals in
these!
Haven’t explored fully, but looks as
though one needs to have fairly
extreme rotation to achieve
something measurable
On more practical level, suppose our
universe is closed but not perfectly
isotropic — what would it have
looked like much earlier — e.g. at
inflation itself?
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Inflationary closed Bianchi model

This thought led to a Bianchi IX model, plus scalar field that gets
through the ‘big bang’ without any singularities in physical
quantities, and provides a cosmology that can match all current
observations — see Dechant et al. Phys. Rev. D 79, 043524
(2009)
The period of inflation due to the scalar field makes sure the
universe is spherically symmetric by end of inflation, and also
that Ω ends up close to 1
However, on largest scales the universe is just oblate (∼ 0.2%
level) at the point where the perturbations are being laid down —
interesting from point of view of CMB asymmetries etc.

A few current CMB topics

Detection of primordial gravity waves would be strong evidence
that inflation happened

I

A few current CMB topics

II

The amplitude of the power spectrum Pgrav (k ) is a model
indepedent measure of the energy scale of inflation
Pgrav

8
= 2
MPl



H
2π

2

−11



= 1.92 × 10

Einf
16
10 GeV

4

Here H is the Hubble parameter through slow-roll (roughly
constant)
Define the tensor to scalar ratio r , via the ratio of the tensor to
scalar power spectrum at some given k (typically a low value like
k = 0.001 Mpc−1 chosen)
Find

r = 0.008

Einf
1016 GeV

4

Thus detectable gravity waves (r > 0.01 say) would mean
inflation occurred at the GUT scale

A few current CMB topics
We would then be accessing particle physics at a scale about at
least 1012 higher than those achievable at LHC
This high energy scale has its own problems however
In canonical single field models, Lyth (1997) showed
8
r= 2
MPl



dφ
dN

2

Thus field evolution of 50–60 e-folds implies ∆φ ∼ (r /0.002)1/2
Detectable gravity waves means inflaton evolved through a
super-Plankian distance
There may be geometrical effects in string theory moduli which
makes this difficult
Also now believed that having a smooth potential over ∆φ > MPl
problematic for effective field theory with a cutoff Λ < MPl unless
shift symmetry removes higher order corrections

III

A few current CMB topics

Daniel Baumann (see e.g. hep-th/0901.0265), now very strong
on this — detectable tensor modes means a shift symmetry must
exist for the potential
First ‘stringy’ models incorporating this (with axion-like potentials)
now starting to appear (e.g. Flauger et al. hep-th/0907.2916 Axion Monodromy model)
These may lead to a broad φ2 type potential, but with
superposed oscillations — observable effects in CMB?

IV

Planck Update
Planck was launched May 14th
Has reached L2 and carried out a
First Light Survey
B-mode polarisation — with
two-year mission (currently being
applied for) predictions are that
could detect B-modes at r = 0.05
(and would set an upper limit
around r < 0.03 if r small)
(Efstathiou & Gratton,
astro-ph/0903.0345)

B-mode detection with Planck

7

Will also be able to improve over
WMAP greatly as regards
parameter constraints (cosmic
variance limited to much higher `)
(good for inflation parameters)
and in non-Gaussianity
Figure 3. QML estimates of the E and B-mode polarization spectra for the
simulations with r = 0.05. Figures 3a and 3b show power spectra for the nominal
Planck mission. Figures 3c and 3d show power spectra for an extended Planck mission.
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Geometric algebra useful tool for doing geometry and physics
Born out of Grassmann’s work in 19th Cent.
Generalises to non-Euclidean spaces and relativistic metrics
A conformal geometric model suggests slightly closed universes
satisfying total elapse of conformal time η = π/2 are interesting
An inflationary Bianchi model going smoothly through big bang
also of interest — note same criterion at future infinity as for the
slightly closed singular model can be imposed, with same
interesting linkages between number of efolds and Lambda, and
initial and final curvatures

Summary

